Fig S1 : S1-a : fringe pattern recorded at zero time delay (up, left) and illustration of data analysis (up, right) : Visibility is inferred from measurement of (top of highest fringe) and an average of two adjacent minima and ; S1-b : three different fringe patterns recorded for three different pulses, for an optical path difference of 2 m. A shift is visible (see along red line) from pulse to pulse betraying some spectral jitter ; S1-c : Pulse-to-pulse variability of visibility (linewidth) measurement ; the standard deviation is derived to be 6%, and total uncertainty on visibility measurements (due to incorrect intensity balance between interferometer arms and limited number of recorded fringes) is estimated to be ~ 10%. fig. 3 . The FWHM is 0.8 ns; 3 : Pump profile of "long-pulse'" (Quantronix Harrier) pump laser operated at 10 Hz; 4 : corresponding laser profile I(t) used for the computation of ( ) displayed in fig. 4 . The delay between the onset of 4 and 3 is due to the oscillation buildup time. The residual modulations apparent in 4 are directly linked to the pump parasitic modulations and do not reflect any relaxation dynamical behavior of the VECSOL.
